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In 1961 the RCAF acquired 66 CF 101Bs from the USAF.  Members of 425 

Squadron took CF101 Training in the US and returned to RCAF Station Namao to 

be the Operational Training Unit (OTU), to teach the rest of us how to fly the 

Voodoo.  410 Squadron was trained first and was operational and holding Alert in 

Ottawa by Christmas 1961.   

In the Spring of 1962, three CF 101B Voodoo squadrons began operating out of 

RCAF Station Uplands (co-located with Ottawa International Airport).  Two 

squadrons, 414 and 416, began operations there while their home field’s main 

runways in North Bay and Chatham were extended to 10,000 feet, that length 

having been established as the standard for Voodoo operations.  Uplands, the 

home of 410 Squadron, already had a 10,000 foot runway 32/14.    It was a noisy 

place. 

Everyone was excited about flying this supersonic aircraft with its amazing 

acceleration, climbing capability, roomy cockpit, roll rate and high take off, 

approach and landing speed (let alone its Fire Control System and weapons).   

The Voodoo’s weight gave the aircraft a momentum  that was difficult to dissipate 

on landing by wheel brakes alone and so the aircraft came equipped with a drag 

chute to be deployed on landing and an SOP (Standard Operating Procedure), that 

required the aircraft  nose to be raised after landing to provide aerodynamic 

braking down to about 110 knots. 

If however one had to abort a takeoff, or made a long landing, it could be difficult 

to stop the aircraft by the end of the runway.  If an approaching aircraft had an 

emergency or the runway had been damaged or restricted in use of its full length, 

a short landing roll might save the day (known as an approach end engagement).  

So it was determined to equip all Voodoo bases with arrestor gear. Arrestor gear 

is a mechanical system used to rapidly decelerate an aircraft after it lands. 

Runway arresting cables span a runway surface and are engaged by the aircraft 

arresting gear hook.  (Cables are typically 2.5 to 3.2 cm in diameter and 



suspended 3.8 to 7.6 cm above the runway surface). The Voodoo came with a tail 

hook after all. 

To avoid damage to small wheeled aircraft, aircraft with gravel deflectors and 

general wear and tear to tires, runways not exclusive to military flying would need 

a remotely controlled retractable cable.   This required a groove cut across the 

runway in which the arresting cable rested until the aircrew called upon the 

Tower to raise the cable. Special springs then raised the cable above the level of 

the runway.   It was determined that the cable should be placed 1500 feet from 

the end of the runway. 

Just to make sure all this would work effectively it was decided that some tail 

hook engagement trials would be necessary.  Of course this would be taken on by 

crew of the home squadron 410. So over several days, when the long runway was 

not too busy or when the other runway was in use, a 410 Squadron crew would 

accelerate down the runway, drop the tail hook, at predetermined speeds to see 

whether the tail hook would engage the arresting wire. 

The Voodoo tail hook is a very heavy robust piece of iron at the end of a steel 

spring bolted to the fuselage and tucked between the afterburners nozzles. When 

released the tail hook sprung down with great force and would have been lethal 

to anyone underneath. 

The trials did not go well over all speed ranges.  Catching the wire seemed to be a 

hit or miss affair.  Bright minds were applied to the problem.  It was determined 

that the nose wheel or main wheels passing over the wire caused a wave in the 

wire whereby the hook passed over the wire while it was at its nadir in the 

groove.  The solution seemed to lay in changing the distance between the raising 

springs or adding to the number of raising springs for the wire which hopefully 

would change or obliterate the wave caused by the passing of the wheels.   This 

became a trial in progress. 

While in progress, it happened (and why is another story), that my pilot aborted 

our take off just before raising the nose wheel , at about 150knots, didn’t raise 

the nose wheel  to take advantage of aerodynamic braking and tried to brake 



using the wheel  brakes alone.  We weren’t slowing down much. But he dropped 

the tail hook while I was yelling at him to deploy the tail chute (I may have 

forgotten about the tail hook as he had about the tail chute).  I had a vision of us 

careening around at the end of runway 32 on to the old short runway 35 and, 

after making a Voodoo cross section silhouette in the big checker board sign at 

the end of 35, ending up on the Hunt Club Golf Course.  

But fortunately that was not to be and the hook engaged the wire.   It was the 

smoothest deceleration I can remember.  We pulled the wire barrier out 1050 

feet (max was 1500 feet).  We were going about 110 knots at engagement.   Later 

we heard we were the first successful engagement at that speed. 

 

 


